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Today, patients with infective endocarditis (IE) or

prosthetic valve endocarditis (PVE) still have a signifi-

cant risk of morbidity and mortality. Early diagnosis is

critical since delay in therapy has been associated with a

poor outcome.1 Currently, we are still using the modified

Duke criteria as the gold standard for the diagnosis of

IE.2 Cardiac imaging, mainly echocardiography, plays

an essential role in the diagnosis and management of

these patients. However, several patients are initially

misclassified because of the limited early diagnostic

accuracy of the modified Duke criteria. In addition,

echocardiography has some limitations, since a negative

study does not rule out IE and a false positive diagnosis

can occur in up to 15% of patients with non-infective

vegetations.3 For these reasons, other imaging tech-

niques have clearly some potential benefits.

18F-FDG PET/CT has evolved over the past few

years as an additional diagnostic tool in the management

of cardiovascular implantable electronic device (CIED)

infection and PVE. Indeed, it has been incorporated in the

2015 guidelines for the management of IE from the

European Society ofCardiologywhen the diagnosis is still

possible or has been rejected but a high degree of

suspicion still remain.4 The combination of radionuclide

imaging to low-dose CT scan has been a great advance-

ment. It has several advantages, including an excellent

spatial resolution, a short acquisition time, a high sensi-

tivity for the detection of hypermetabolic activity, and the

ability of detecting peripheral events, defining the extent

of infection or identifying other sources of infection.5 A

previous study from Saby et al has demonstrated an

additional benefit of using abnormal 18F-FDG uptake in

the detection of PVE.6 It can improve the sensitivity of the

modified Duke criteria and reduce the number of misdi-

agnosed cases. It has also been shown that the result of the

PET/CT could lead to modification of the treatment in as

much as one third of patients.7 Till now, studies have been

limited by a small number of patients.

In this issue of the Journal, Mahmood et al reported a

meta-analysis on the use of 18F-FDG PET/CT for the

diagnosis of IE.8 The overall sensitivity was 76.8%with a

specificity of 77.9%. The sensitivity was improved to

80.5% in patientswith PVE.One of the additional benefits

of PET/CT was the possibility to identify an extra-cardiac

source of infection in 17% of patients. This meta-analysis

included 13 studies published between 2013 and 2017, for

a total of 537 patients. This represents the largest pool of

patients so far. However, they were also able to demon-

strate a significant heterogeneity between the studies.

Some studies included both native IE and PVE, while

other only PVE or also CIED infections. There was no

standardized protocol, and intravenous heparin was used

in only three studies out of nine with a reported PET/CT

protocol. They also showed that more recent studies had a

higher pooled sensitivity.

The accuracy of this test appears lower than initially

expected. There are potentially several reasons to

explain this result. The first issue is the lack of a stan-

dardized protocol between centers and across the
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different studies. As reported in this manuscript, there

are significant variations between the different PET/CT

protocols in the literature, since there is still no con-

sensus on the best patient preparation before and during

the study. Some authors advocate the importance of a

very long fasting period, up to 18 hours before the

injection of 18-FDG,9 while others insist on combining

all methods, i.e., the use of a low carbohydrate / high fat

diet (Atkins diet) for at least 24 hours but up to

48 hours, a period of fast between 8 and 12 hours and

intravenous heparin pre-administration.10 We definitely

think that a rigorous protocol is critical to completely

suppress physiological myocardial uptake in order to

obtain a better discrimination between normal and

abnormal 18F-FDG activity within the myocardium. An

adequate PET/CT protocol should include a prolonged

fasting period of 8 to 12 hours, the use of the Atkins

diet, controlling blood glucose, and the administration of

50 IU/kg intravenous heparin 15 minutes prior to

injection of 18F-FDG. In addition, there are no validated

specific diagnostic criteria for the interpretation of PET/

CT in the evaluation of IE. Diagnosis is mainly based on

a qualitative value or visual inspection of abnormal 18F-

FDG uptake and its intensity (SUV max). Analysis of

both attenuation-corrected and non-attenuation-cor-

rected images need to be reviewed in order to recognize

potential artifacts from the prosthesis. This is extremely

important, and it was not properly addressed in the

article. It could explain some of the heterogeneity

between studies. Ignoring the non-attenuation-corrected

images can contribute to a higher number of false pos-

itive studies and can decrease the specificity in patients

with prostheses and heavily calcified valves. Also, dif-

ferent groups have been using different semi-

quantitative methods. A semi-quantitative count ratio

(SQR) on non-attenuation-corrected images is very

important in order to compare to a reference organ (ei-

ther the lung or the liver parenchyma). At this time, a

universal method for both SUV and SQR measurements

is lacking (region of interest drawing, SUV max or SUV

mean, organ of reference).11 In addition, it is worth

noting that most patients in these studies were already

receiving antibiotics (75%), and that in some studies,

patients have been already treated for more than 1 week.

Prolonged antibiotic therapy prior to radionuclide

imaging can clearly have a direct impact on the results

of the test by decreasing or suppressing the area of

infectious activity.12 This can lead to false negative

studies and affect the sensitivity of the test. Unfortu-

nately, PET/CT is not available everywhere. Finally, we

should recognize that in some patients, especially those

with mechanical valves, chronic inflammation may

cause non-specific, albeit fairly high uptake, sometimes

persisting for years after the surgery, and this can

contribute to some of the false positives and lower

specificity. Other diagnostic methods such as radiola-

belled leukocytes should also be explored in these

patients.

In conclusion, in order to incorporate PET/CT

imaging more regularly in the management of patients

with IE or PVE, larger studies with standardized pro-

tocols are required. Mahmood et al rightly mentioned

that the accuracy of the test could possibly vary

according to the type of pathogen, and this could also be

addressed in future studies. More studies are also

required for the early postoperative management of

patients with IE since PET/CT cannot differentiate

easily between an infection and the residual inflamma-

tion. Such studies should look at PET/CT combined to

radiolabelled leukocytes since it is more specific.

However, for the moment, the published meta-analysis

by Mahmood et al offers a more global view on this

topic.
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